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Abstract

The rapid advances in high-throughput biotechnologies such as DNA microarrays and mass spectrometry have generated vast amounts of data ranging from gene expression to proteomics data. The large size and complexity involved in analyzing such data demand a significant amount of computing power. High-performance computation (HPC) is an attractive and increasingly affordable approach to help meet this challenge. There is a spectrum of techniques that can be used to achieve computational speedup with varying degrees of impact in terms of how drastic a change is required to allow the software to run on an HPC platform. This paper describes a high-productivity/low-maintenance (HP/LM) approach to HPC that is based on establishing a collaborative relationship between the bioinformaticist and HPC expert that respects the former's codes and minimizes the latter's efforts. The goal of this approach is to make it easy for bioinformatics researchers to continue to make iterative refinements to their programs, while still being able to take advantage of HPC. The paper describes our experience applying these HP/LM techniques in four bioinformatics case studies: (1) genome-wide sequence comparison using Blast, (2) identification of biomarkers based on statistical analysis of large mass spectrometry data sets, (3) complex genetic analysis involving ordinal phenotypes, (4) large-scale assessment of the effect of possible errors in analyzing microarray data. The case studies illustrate how the HP/LM approach can be applied to a range of representative bioinformatics applications and how the approach can lead to significant speedup of computationally intensive bioinformatics applications, while making only modest modifications to the programs themselves.

This paper describes four case studies that apply high-performance computation (HPC) to different problems involving bioinformatics. In particular, the paper describes a high-productivity/low-maintenance (HP/LM) approach to bringing the potential power of HPC to bioinformatics. The goal of this approach is to allow bioinformatics researchers to reap the benefits of HPC without having to make major sacrifices in the ability to pursue their research, which frequently involves a process of iterative algorithmic exploration and refinement over time. HP reflects an emphasis on minimizing the initial HPC deployment effort, whereas LM stresses the importance of reducing the ongoing work needed to continue to realize the benefits of HPC during the process of iterative refinement. As discussed later in the paper, a variety of techniques can be used to achieve HPC. One major technique involves parallel computation in which different parts of a computationally intensive program run simultaneously on multiple computer processors. Parallel computation can be performed on special-purpose parallel machines or on clusters of conventional workstations or computers connected via a computer network.

Researchers have used parallel computation extensively to enhance the performance of many computationally intensive applications in biomedicine. One potential risk in porting a program to run on a parallel machine is that the resulting parallel program may be very different from the original program developed by the biology/bioinformatics research team. In the extreme case,

1. The original program may be completely rewritten in a different programming language for efficiency purposes. For example, it might be translated from the interpretive Perl language to the compiled C language.
2. The program code may be restructured in fundamental ways to make it more efficient, for example, to take advantage of specialized algorithmic programming techniques more familiar to computer scientists than to biological application developers.

3. Parallel programming constructs may be tightly integrated into the code at various levels to take maximum advantage of the potential for parallel execution.

The above would not be examples of an HP/LM approach to HPC. Once all these changes, refinements, and transformations have been made to the original code, it would be difficult for the biology/bioinformatics team to work with that code in a very flexible, incremental fashion. It would now be much more difficult to refine their approach and their ideas iteratively and to try many different variants of a solution. They would have to make such incremental changes to the new, parallelized version of the code. Alternatively, if they continued to develop and refine their original program, any changes would need to be replicated in the parallel version to obtain the advantages of HPC. Both of these solutions are potentially awkward and inhibiting.

As a result, this HM approach to HPC risks “freezing the program in concrete” in a way that, in practice, may make it very difficult for the code to evolve. In addition, the level of effort required effectively prohibits broad deployment of this approach. Nevertheless, this approach to HPC may be highly desirable for extremely computationally intensive applications, particularly if the underlying program has become mature and iterative refinement is not a major goal.

We believe, however, that there is a major potential benefit to developing and refining an alternative HP/LM approach that will help enfranchise many more bioinformatics researchers and applications and help them harness the potential power of HPC. Underlying this HP/LM approach are several fundamental principles.

1. A major principle of the HP/LM approach is to make as few changes to the original code as possible. In fact, if it is easy to structure parallel computation around the original code without changing it at all, and still reap the benefits of HPC, that would be most desirable.

2. The goal of the HP/LM approach is not to reap the maximum efficiency benefits in making changes to a program. Rather, the goal is to remove compute time as a rate-limiting step in biology/bioinformatics research. Thus, if a computation takes a month to run and can be reduced to ten hours, that may be sufficient if the rate-limiting step now becomes performing the laboratory research and/or analyzing and organizing the data. It may not be necessary, for example, to invest more time and energy to reduce the computation to one hour. As a result, one might decide to leave a program as a whole in an interpretive language and only optimize particular highly computationally intensive modules.

3. HPC is not a synonym for parallel computation. For some programs, parallel computation may not even be required to achieve HPC. As described below, an important first step in approaching a new program presented for porting to HPC is to inspect the code and see whether simple, local programming changes might greatly speed up the program. Typically, this is the case. Indeed, it may be that relatively simple, local changes are all that are needed to remove the computation time of that program from being a rate-limited step in the research project as a whole. In that case, parallelization may be completely unnecessary.

Taken together, these principles can foster a collaborative effort well within the comfort zones of both the bioinformaticist and the HPC expert. This paper describes four case studies that illustrate these principles at work.

**Goal of this Paper**

The goal of this paper is to help facilitate the widespread use of HPC by bioinformatics researchers. Bioinformatics is increasingly tackling compute-intensive problems that require HPC, and HPC is increasingly affordable. We believe that the HP/LM approach represents a philosophy and an approach to the use of HPC that has the potential to make HPC much more accessible to bioinformaticists in the context of iterative algorithmic research. This approach, of course, complements fundamental research to develop new algorithms to perform the underlying computations much more efficiently. To help make the HP/LM approach more concrete, the paper describes our experience applying these principles in four representative case studies, with specific examples of how HPC techniques were used for each. In addition, we discuss various ancillary issues that arose and that were important to achieving success but are not typically considered to be part of HPC per se. The broader goal of this work is to explore ways to make it easier to bring HPC to bioinformatics and thereby to make it possible to use HPC in many more bioinformatics applications than might otherwise be the case.

**Background**

The field of parallel computation has been a robust area for research and development within the field of computer science for many years. Much of the early work in this area involved the use of special-purpose parallel machines and continues to the present day. Examples include the iPSC/2, CM-5, ASCI Red, and Blue Gene. A great deal of recent work involves parallel computing on networks or clusters of “off-the-shelf” desktop computers and servers. Good parallel programming tools are essential. Examples include message-passing systems PVM (parallel virtual machine) and MPI (message passing interface) and virtual shared memory coordination languages such as Linda. There has been a wide range of computationally intensive computations within biomedicine in which these technologies have been successfully applied, including linkage analysis, sequence comparison using Blast9 and FASTA search. A recent trend within the biological sciences has been the development of a range of high-throughput technologies that are starting to produce massive quantities of data on a scale that far exceeds previous data produced by biological research. These technologies, for example, include the use of microarray technology to analyze gene expression and the use of mass spectrometer-based techniques to analyze protein expression.

As a result of technologies such as these, a rapidly growing number of biomedical researchers need to analyze data in quantities that are larger by several orders of magnitude than they have analyzed previously. Many of these researchers therefore have to confront problems that involve very computationally intensive analyses. In addition, many of
the algorithms and approaches to analyze these massive amounts of data are still in the very early stages of development. Bioinformatics researchers are exploring many different approaches and need to be able to do so in a very flexible, incremental, evolutionary process.

Thus, there is a need for a new type of collaboration between computer scientists and biomedical researchers, one that will bring HPC to bear on the many evolving challenges in a way that accommodates the fluid nature of the underlying bioinformatics research. This is the context in which we are exploring the HP/LM approach to biomedical HPC described in this study.

A number of techniques are used to improve the performance of the codes discussed in these case studies. We make no claim of novelty with respect to these techniques per se. For example, one class of techniques has its roots in compiler optimization: strength reduction, common subexpression elimination, code hoisting, loop reordering, etc. Many times, compilers (or interpreters) lack the information necessary to apply these optimizations automatically safely, but it is straightforward for a human to do so manually. For the most part, these techniques (and many others) are well known to experienced programmers. Of equal importance, experienced programmers know when it is appropriate to use these techniques and how to apply these techniques in an unobtrusive way. The question of concern here is how to bridge this expertise gap so that this knowledge will be brought to bear in the service of bioinformaticists and their codes, with a minimum of disruption to the base code and while minimizing the efforts of the experts (bioinformaticists, biologists, and computer scientists).

Four Case Studies

Using the Blast Sequence Comparison Program on a Massive Scale

The first case study involves a project that requires performing biological sequence comparisons on a massive scale, using the widely used Blast sequence comparison program. An example of this type of computation might be to compare a database of 300,000 known protein sequences with an entire genome, which might contain hundreds of millions of nucleotide base pairs, or more. Another example might involve comparing multiple genomes with one another. Large Blast runs, on the order of $10^7$–$10^8$ symbols (nucleotides or amino acids) against aggregate data sets in the range of $10^8$–$10^9$ symbols are playing an increasingly important role in some genomic and proteomic analyses.

An example problem being explored at Yale involved a 500 million amino acid aggregate data set (from seven source data sets) compared with itself. Sometimes it would fail in a way that was not easy to detect short of comparing the results with a sequential Blast run on the same data. As a result, a data screening script was required in all. Using these scripts, we performed several runs, which formerly would have taken several months each, in ten days to two weeks each. The runs were performed using a 12-node parallel computer cluster, in which each node was a dual-processor machine with 2.4 GHz per processor and 2 GB of main memory per node. In summary, for this problem, the HP/LM scripting approach was simple, involved no alteration to the basic Blast system, was robust, and accomplished the goals with reasonable efficiency and modest deployment effort.

Taking this scripting approach and leaving the Blast program unchanged did raise a number of ancillary problems that needed to be solved. These problems would not normally be considered to be issues involving HPC per se, but they do serve to illustrate some of the pragmatic problems that arise when adapting an application for HPC. For this Blast application, the following issues arose:

1. The need for automatic data cleaning. One major problem that arose concerned the format of the input data. To run successfully with Blast, the data needed to be in a specific format (the FASTA format). If some of the data were not strictly in this format, the Blast comparison would fail. Sometimes it would fail in a readily detectable way. Sometimes it would fail in a way that was not easy to detect short of comparing the results with a sequential Blast run on the same data. As a result, a data screening script needed to be written that would ensure that the data were formatted correctly before the Blast system was run.

2. Blast error detection. Sometimes the Blast program failed for other reasons, for example, due to incompatibilities...
between how Blast and Linux use memory. Such errors could result in the Blast program stopping without completing its analysis, but with no indication that an error had occurred. To detect such situations, the scripts needed to inspect the output file to ensure that the full analysis had been performed. This could be performed automatically. We also reduced the Blast task size so that such errors were less likely to occur. Note that this problem could, of course, occur with just a single Blast run, but, in that case, it would naturally be easier to notice. When the Blast runs were performed on a massive scale, an automated tool to detect when the problem has occurred was needed.

Thus, this case illustrates that a large computation could be approached using HPC in a quite straightforward fashion, with no change to the bioinformatics program being used. This general approach clearly has potential use in many applications beyond Blast. Some specialized error checking was required to handle situations that were presumably caught by manual inspection when Blast runs are performed on a much less massive scale.

**Analysis of Large Mass Spectrometry Data Sets**

The second case study involves a bioinformatics project that is exploring approaches to cancer classification using mass spectrometry (MS) data sets, attempting to identify biomarkers in serum to distinguish between cancer and normal samples. In this application, the MS data sets each involve a matrix in which the rows were mass/charge ratios observed by MS and the columns correspond to anonymized patient serum samples. Each cell in the matrix contains the observed intensity for the corresponding mass/charge ratio and sample. A second vector indicates each sample’s cancer status.

The project used the Random Forest (RF) algorithm developed by Breiman for classification analysis. Previous work has shown good performance using this algorithm. Briefly, the RF algorithm uses bootstrapping from the original data to create multiple pseudo data sets. These are then used to try to identify a modest subset of the features that best split the data set into normal versus disease categories. This is done by randomly selecting a different subset of features for each pseudo data set and seeing how well that subset of features works. RF combines two useful ideas in machine-learning techniques: bagging and random feature selection. Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregating, which uses resampling to produce pseudo replicates to improve predictive accuracy. By using random feature selections, predictive accuracy can be significantly improved. As the resampling step can be easily parallelized, this algorithm provides an excellent example that demonstrates the power of parallel computing in proteomics research.

This RF code passed through two iterations of HPC refinement and at the same time evolved significantly in response to developments in the code owners’ research program. The first phase involved modest local optimization of the code by elimination of common subexpressions from nested loops, in a similar fashion as discussed in the next case. The changes in the second phase focused on four issues: data structures, numeric stability, parallelization, and random number generation.

The main data structure of the code stores a matrix of input data sorted by rows. As the algorithm unfolds, the matrix is partitioned into subsets of columns and the data within the subsets are shuffled to preserve sorted order in the rows. The intent here was to avoid the cost of a full sort for each row fragment with each iteration of the code. A careful review, however, revealed that significantly more time was spent in carefully maintaining the sort order of the whole data set than would be required to sort on the fly those portions of the data set actually used. The code was correspondingly restructured using a standard Unix library sort routine, and in the process the program was simplified.

The code also exhibited some problems when we attempted to use compiler optimizations in that the output differed. This problem was ultimately traced to conditional constructs using direct floating point numeric comparisons. These were replaced by comparisons that ignored differences within a small epsilon, which allowed the program in turn to accommodate floating-point round-off error. Once these changes were made, compiler optimizations could be enabled without altering the output.

These changes (along with improvements in the first phase) led to an approximately 18-fold reduction in execution time. This is a rough estimate because, as indicated above, the base code was evolving for other reasons, making it difficult to compare directly with the initial version.

Finally, the generation of each RF tree is, in principle, an independent computation, which allowed a straightforward implementation of parallelization, namely, to farm out that generation of trees to a collection of worker processes. To realize this strategy with minimal impact on the code, we made use of a parallelization “idiom” (described in detail with examples that is based on creating multiple processes that are essentially replicas of the initial process, all executing in loose synchrony until they reach an inner loop where they cooperatively work to define and execute a partition of the work that is to be done in the body of the loop. In abstract terms, a sequential program with the following general structure:

```plaintext```
setup()
loop {
    loopWork()
}
cleanup()
```

becomes a parallel program with the following logic at each of multiple simultaneous processors:

```plaintext```
setup()
loop {
    if ownThisWork() logResult(loopWork())
}
mergeResults()
cleanup()
```

`ownThisWork()` is a bit of coordination code (written in a variant of Linda) that affects the disjoint partitioning. When multiple instances of the above are executing concurrently, `ownThisWork()` ensures that one and only one instance evaluates a given iteration of the loop. The net result is that the base code need only be modified in a few places with a few lines of code and a coordination module linked to the final executable to realize a parallel version. We also developed
Genetic Analysis
The next case study involves a program that implements genetic analysis of ordinal phenotypes. Numerous human diseases and health conditions are recorded in ordinal scales including various stages of cancer and severity of psychiatric disorders. Genes and gene-environment interactions underlie many of these conditions. Statistical models and software are well established when the disease is diagnosed as “yes” or “no” or reflected by a continuous measure such as the relationship between hypertension and blood pressure. However, little attention has been paid to the genetic analysis of ordinal phenotypes. Zhang et al. outline a latent variable model to assess whether an ordinal trait aggregates within a family and whether it has a major gene effect. Due to the complex nature of family structure and the complexity of the latent variable, the evaluation of the likelihood function involves a hierarchical summation and is computationally intensive. In addition, to evaluate the validity of the proportional odds model, a series of simulation studies can be performed for which increased computational performance would also be very helpful.

A first step in considering how best to port a program to HPC involves profiling the program to see where it spends most of its compute time. If highly computationally intensive portions of code are identified (e.g., inside nested loops), one then examines those sections of the program for potential optimizations. In this case, we identified three classes of changes to the base code to improve performance.

1. Profiling indicated the code spent a significant amount of time computing integer powers of 3 using the pow() function. That function is really meant for computing real powers of real numbers and is therefore much more involved than what was actually needed. In fact, the needs of this program could be served using lookup within a simple table of the powers of 3. Thus, a computationally intensive function invocation like pow(3, i) could be replaced with a simple table lookup, e.g., pow3tab[i]. (Note: The next change makes this change less important, as it significantly reduces the need for powers of 3 in the first place.)

2. Looking into why powers of 3 were needed, however, it became clear that the main use was to convert an index variable into its base 3 digits. Rather than recompute the expansion every iteration of a nested loop, it is much more efficient just to add 1 to the previous base 3 expansion, using the rules of base 3 arithmetic. In the original program, the following code converts j, the outer loop index variable, to its base 3 representation (stored in the array indexk):

```
for(k = 0; k<MaxDigit; k++) {
    rr = j/pow(3, (MaxDigit-1-k));
    j = j - rr * pow(3, (MaxDigit-1-k));
    indexk[k] = rr;
}
```

This code was replaced with code that added 1 to the base 3 representation in indexk each iteration, thus avoiding the calculation of pow() entirely:

```
if(j) {
    digit = MaxDigit-1;
    while (2 == indexk[digit]) {
        indexk[digit] = 0;
        --digit;
    }
    indexk[digit] += 1;
}
```

3. The third modification involved introducing a temporary variable to hold the value of an expression that is expensive to compute, and moving that computation out of a nested loop, which is possible because the value of the expression does not change during the iterations of the loop. This is a simple technique that can be used to speed up many programs. In this way, the following code:

```
for(l = 1; l <= p+4; l++) {
    for (k = 1; k <= p+4; k++)
        122[l][k] += li[l] * li[k] * (theta1 * exp(Pi1) + (1-theta1) * exp(Pi2));
    112[l] += li[0] * li[l] * (theta1 * exp(Pi1) + (1-theta1) * exp(Pi2));
    1120[l] = 112[l];
}
```

became:

```
cse = (theta1 * exp(Pi1) + (1-theta1) * exp(Pi2));
for(l = 1; l <= p+4; l++) {
    for (k = 1; k <= p+4; k++)
        122[l][k] += li[l] * li[k] * cse;
    112[l] += li[0] * li[l] * cse;
    1120[l] = 112[l];
}
```

These three changes, which involved changing only a few lines of code, resulted in an approximately fivefold reduction in run time. It is worth emphasizing, however, the following:

1. The original program should not be construed as somehow “wrong.” It reflects a natural expression of the computation to be done.
2. The expertise to realize the performance implications of these changes is broadly available in one community but not in another.
3. As a result, this is an excellent example of the HP/LM principle in action.
Building on this improved sequential base, we developed a parallel variant of the code. This effort was quite similar to that described in the previous section. The “ownership” technique described above was used, entailing only a few changes to the base code. One hundred fifty lines of code were required to accomplish this parallelization, roughly half of which were “boilerplate” from the previous case.

Both parallel and sequential coordination modules were written that allowed the creation of executables for either environment. A speedup of approximately eightfold was achieved with 24 compute nodes. A limiting factor in parallel performance was Amdahl’s law: 190 seconds of a 3,500-second sequential test run (using the optimized sequential code) was spent in code that was not parallelized. As a result, the best time for a perfectly efficient parallel run would be 320 seconds (190 + (3,500 – 190)/24). Our parallel test ran in 450 seconds. Overall, the speedup relative to the original code was approximately 30- to 40-fold for our test cases.

**Microarray Analysis**

The fourth case study involves a program designed to help assess the effect of possible error in analyzing microarray data. Ever since microarrays were invented as a tool to measure the transcriptional state of a genome, their uses have expanded, but all applications share some common statistical and computational problems. The many thousands of measurements on any single microarray and the millions of measurements comprising a complex multiarray experiment share sources of noise as well as actual biological signal. Exactly how to translate the raw data, approximately 20 pixels worth of fluorescence intensities for each spot, into abundances of mRNA molecules, for instance, is still unknown. Various methods have been proposed to estimate and remove noise, but gauging how well these work still awaits better physical models of the experimental process.

To analyze the results of microarray experiments designed to investigate gene expression in the fruit fly, a code was developed “in house” that incorporates a general linear model, specifying sources of signal and noise and estimating their contributions to the overall measurements. Although an R program was available to do this analysis, it lacks the ability to cope with heteroscedastic data. The initial code calculates the relevant averages over various combinations of the expression data and from these computes an analysis of variance. Bootstrap techniques were used to develop confidence intervals.

The analysis code was written in Python, a language well suited to rapid experimentation and development of algorithms. Python is object oriented and interpreted, making it a rich, but sometimes sluggish, environment in which to work. We augmented the code with a timer facility to obtain profiling data. These data guided a series of changes that fell into two groups: (1) a shift from in-line code to the use of optimized Python extensions for numeric operations and (2) a move to more efficient Python file operations.

The use of optimized extensions (or more generally to the use of standard efficiently coded libraries) is a particularly important part of the HP/LM HPC approach. Code reuse, of which this is an instance, is a desirable goal of computer software systems, but, in practice, there are often impediments for the nonspecialist user. Different vocabularies, data structures, and usage profiles combine to make the integration of good packages a difficult proposition. Easing these integration issues is a topic worthy of systems research. We illustrate here some of these issues in the narrow context of the code at hand. Consider the following code fragment:

```python
for f in range(len(effects[e])):
    if len(effects[e].shape) > 1: #if it is a double effect array
        for g in range(len(effects[e][f])):
            if counter[e][f][g] != 0:
                effects[e][f][g] = effects[e][f][g]/counter[e][f][g]
            else:
                effects[e][f][g] = 10000
    else:
        if counter[e][f] != 0:
            effects[e][f] = effects[e][f]/counter[e][f]
        else:
            effects[e][f] = 10000
```

This code computes the means of various subsets of the expression data. Using the numeric extensions to Python, this code becomes

```python
effects[e] = where(equal(counter[e], 0), 10000, effects[e])
effects[e] /= where(equal(counter[e], 0), 1, counter[e])
```

In other words, a collection of nested loops affecting element-by-element computations are replaced by matrix-level operations under the control of “mask” matrices, executed by a compiled library function. This transformation is relatively straightforward for someone with a background in software systems for linear algebra, but not at all obvious to the biologist developing the analysis code.

The second major modification involved including low-level “pickling” operations for I/O of Python objects. The program was storing a number of intermediate results on disk and re-reading them later in the analysis. Pickling is a term for storing such results in the format of Python’s internal object structures, which in turn facilitates the later reading of that data back into Python.

These two changes (the shift to numeric Python and to low-level pickling operations) resulted in an eightfold reduction in run time. After a careful review, the code’s developer also restructured and simplified the statistical processing, reducing run time even more, effectively obviating further HPC refinement at least for the present. This case illustrates that once one starts to optimize code with an eye to HPC, one may achieve acceptable performance even without the need for parallel computation.

**Current Status and Future Directions**

Our work on developing, refining, and applying an HP/LM approach to biomedical HPC is still a work in progress. As of July 2004,

1. The parallelization of Blast (case 1) is now fully operational and being used for various projects.
2. A version of the parallelized microarray analysis program (case 4) is heavily used, and a new cluster has recently been installed to increase the available processing power.
3. The other two projects (cases 2 and 3) are still in the process of iterative algorithmic research. The modest HPC-related algorithmic changes are now part of code. The knowledge that further performance gains can be achieved using parallel computation provides the respective research groups with the opportunity of contemplating larger problems in the near future.

Looking to the future, we are continuing to work with biomedical researchers to extend the use of the HP/LM HPC approach. In addition, we are particularly interested in exploring a number of more fundamental research issues that relate to the approach. These research issues include (1) developing approaches to facilitate code reuse, including dealing with issues of interfaces, data transformations, and nomenclature and (2) performance enhancement of rapid application development environments, for example, the development of optimization techniques and the addition of coordination facilities to facilitate parallel and distributed execution.

Discussion and Lessons Learned
This section discusses a number of the issues that arose in the course of applying the HP/LM approach to HPC in the four case studies described above.

Summary of HP/LM HPC Techniques
In this paper, we have attempted to illustrate a range of HP/LM techniques that can be taken to achieve HPC while still allowing the original program code and the associated bioinformatics project the flexibility to continue to perform algorithmic exploration in a flexible fashion. These techniques include the following.

1. One very simple but powerful approach involves making modest local modifications to the program code that very selectively introduce efficiency, after first profiling that code to identify areas of the code that are highly computationally intensive. Commonly useful techniques in this regard are the extraction of common subexpressions from inside nested loops so that they are only computed once and strength reduction to simplify computations that do need to be done every iteration. There are many other techniques that an HPC expert can bring to bear once an appropriate collaborative relationship has been established.

2. Another useful technique is to use optimized, compiled libraries to accomplish well-defined operations rather than include the code to perform these tasks in the user’s code. This approach is particularly useful in allowing the user to continue to work within an interpretive rapid application development (RAD) environment, such as R or Python, while still achieving significant performance enhancements. Examples might include matrix operations, sorting, and specialized algorithms such as singular value decomposition. An important component of our collaborative approach involves helping the bioinformaticist to realize that the particular problem he or she is confronting could profitably use an existing special-purpose library of this sort.

3. Parallel computation is, of course, a centrally important technique for achieving HPC. Taking the HP/LM approach, however, it is often possible to take a user’s code and parallelize it in a way that (a) does not involve making many changes to that code, (b) allows the structure of the code to remain unchanged, and (c) allows the code to be refined and tested in a sequential (single processor) mode but run operationally in parallel.

4. Finally, the porting of a program to parallel operation can require confronting a number of somewhat idiosyncratic, and perhaps unexpected, issues. Examples discussed above include (a) the need for specialized error checking (in the case of Blast), (b) the need to coordinate the use of random number generators so that the parallel program will produce the identical output as the sequential version of a program, and (c) in some circumstances, restructuring and rationalizing the program code to make it easier to work in either the sequential or parallel mode.

As mentioned previously, we used the parallel programming environment, Linda, in cases 2 and 3. Although the use of Linda is in no way critical to the HP/LM approach, the use of a coordination facility that supports asynchronous access to a shared variable greatly simplifies the realization of a dynamic, adaptive partitioning of the work in these two cases. This style of coordination can in principle be achieved using other approaches to parallel programming such as message passing systems like PVM3 or MPI, but not nearly as easily. Gropp et al., for example, present an MPI example of a shared counter that runs to three pages of code. Carriero and Gelernter24 discuss this topic in more detail.

Treating the Bioinformatics Program Code as an Executable Specification
When working with actual code, arguably the most important lesson is that, in this HPC process, one should approach the code as an executable specification. In other words, the code is often the most precise statement available in any form of the analyses/computations of interest. It is a snapshot that captures one moment in a research group’s ongoing effort to tackle a difficult problem. As that research group’s understanding evolves, the new understanding is embodied in changes to the code. We want to impose few, if any, constraints on this essentially creative process.

The main implication of this is that code changes made with an eye to performance improvement are nonetheless changes to this specification and so should be made in a manner that has minimal impact on that specification. Generally, this is easier to accomplish with small rather than large changes, but even the latter are possible. Indeed, when the latter are appropriate, they can have the beneficial effect of significantly simplifying the specification. For example, replacing in-line linear algebra operations with calls to library routines makes it clearer what the code is actually doing and will often run significantly faster.

How Well Will a “Minimalist” Approach Work?
In the broad context of computer science research, the HP/LM HPC approach does not involve high-tech innovation in the extreme “big iron” sense, although there is certainly a wealth of interesting and challenging research questions in adapting the approach to the many needs of biomedicine. In a sense, the HP/LM approach is an attempt to apply the 90-10 rule—that a substantially large portion (approximately 90%) of a potential gain can often be realized with a relatively small portion (approximately 10%) of the effort needed to
achieve that whole gain. This paper describes four case studies that illustrate this philosophy and attempts to distill some basic lessons from this experience. The most important result is the positive finding that in all cases, the 90-10 rule held and respectable performance gains were possible with modest effort and little impact on the base software systems.

One of the projects involved a base system (Blast) that was treated as atomic. For Blast, no internal changes were made, rather it was augmented with external components to improve performance. Three projects involved base codes that were modified in modest ways. Although it is hard to quantify effort in detailed terms, we can give a general sense by noting that for the primary computer science researcher who performed this work, approximately one half staff-year was invested directly in the four projects described. Further, for none of the bioinformaticists did the HPC process become an end in itself, rather it complemented ongoing development efforts of the base “specification.” Significant reductions in run time were achieved across the board as a result of this modest investment of effort. In addition, the process often led to a sounder code base.

An HP/LM Model for Biomedical HPC Collaboration

Implicit in the HP/LM approach to HPC described in this paper is a corresponding HP/LM model of biomedical HPC collaborations. As the complexity of bioinformatic analyses increases and the need for HPC is increasingly encountered, the question arises as to how best to structure collaborations that address these problems. For example, (1) bioinformaticists might become steeped in the lore of HPC, (2) computer scientists might invest the time and energy to become knowledgeable bioinformaticists, and (3) large, highly computational projects might serve as strong bonds to unite bioinformatics and computer scientists in joint collaborative projects.

The first two solutions are potentially limited given the fact that few individuals are likely to be able to master a significant fraction of both fields. The third approach seems logical, but it is often realized as a tight collaboration of bioinformaticists and computer scientists over an extended period of time, a model that is so resource intensive that wide deployment is inhibited. The third approach, however, does suggest an HP/LM model of collaboration based on more loosely bound, less resource-intensive interactions. In summary, (1) accept that the goal is a performance level that shifts the rate-limiting step elsewhere, not the achievement of some provably optimal run time; (2) respect the base code/system; (3) focus on the minimal set of changes needed to realize the performance goal. This general approach will in turn (1) reduce cost and time of developing high-performance bioinformatics application solutions, (2) tend to insulate research and operational application software from system specifics, and (3) reduce the cost of maintaining and enhancing applications for both the code developers and HPC specialists.

These principles will steer the collaboration in a direction that could require relatively little intervention on the part of the computer scientists and relatively little adjustment on the part of the bioinformaticists. In this way, the performance goal can be met and expertise exchanged without the need for creating an extensive framework for collaboration. If this approach is tenable, then the door is opened to much broader deployment of HPC in bioinformatics in that smaller projects can be considered that would not otherwise have justified a more substantial effort.
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